
X - Tipos Indutivos (Cont); 
Introdução aos Functores

Estudo de um Caso: Listas



Ponto da situação: partindo de uma definição 
recursiva de um tipo de dados, escreveu-se a 
equação recursiva
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2.2 Introducing inductive datatypes

Datatype as defined by (2.4) is said to be recursive because “recurs” in the defi-

nition of itself 2. From the discussion above, it is clear that set-theoretical equality

“ ” in this equation should give place to set-theoretical isomorphism (“ ”):

(2.6)

Which isomorphism !! do we expect to witness (2.4)? This will

depend on which particular solution to (2.4) we are thinking of. So far we have seen

only one, . By recalling the notion of algebra of a datatype (section 1.18), so we

may rephrase the question as: which algebra

!!

do we expect to witness the tautology which arises from (2.4) by replacing unknown

with solution , that is

It will have to be of the form as depicted by the following diagram:

""

##!!
!!!

!!!
!!!

$$

!!

%%" " "
" " "

" " "
" "

(2.7)

Arrows and can be guessed rather intuitively: , which will express

the “NIL pointer” by the empty sequence, at level, and , where is

the standard “left append” sequence constructor, which we for the moment introduce

rather informally as follows:

""
(2.8)

In a diagram:

""

##!!
!!!

!!!
!!!

$$

!!

%%" " "
" " "

" " "
" "

(2.9)

Of course, for to be iso it needs to have an inverse, which is not hard to guess,

hd tl . (2.10)

2By analogy, we may regard (2.3) as a “recursive definition” of number .

e “adivinhou-se” uma solução possível,
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1. Uma álgebra de Listas



Colocam-se duas questões:
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• Qual a álgebra que testemunha  este isomorfismo?

• Será           a única solução para a equação? 
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Seja                          essa álgebra:
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Situamo-nos num domínio abstracto de sequências 
finitas, e não numa linguagem de programação 
particular. Sejam nesse domínio [ ] a sequência vazia, 
e um operador
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Temos imediatamente uma definição para in:

e também                                                  com 
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where sequence operators hd (head of a nonempty sequence) and tl (tail of a nonempty

sequence) are (again informally) described as follows:

hd !!

hd
(2.11)

tl !!

tl
(2.12)

Showing that and are each other inverses is not a hard task either:

.
definitions of and

. hd tl .
-absorption (1.41) and (1.15)

. hd tl .
property of sequences: hd tl

.
going pointwise

-cancellation (1.38)

in one case and identity function (1.9) in the other

property holds

A comment on the particular choice of terminology above: symbol suggests that

we are going inside, or constructing (synthesizing) values of ; symbol suggests

that we are going out, or destructing (analyzing) values of . We shall often resort to

this duality in the sequel.

Are there more solutions to equation (2.6)? In trying to implement this equation, a

HASKELL programmer could have written, after the declaration of type , the follow-

ing datatype declaration:

data L = Nil () | Cons (A,L)
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Relembremos que a equação que estudamos, 
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nasceu de uma definição de um tipo de dados 
(em duas linguagens distintas). Em Haskell:

data T = Nil | Cons (A, T)

2- Soluções Isomorfas



O próprio tipo de dados T constitui uma solução 
para a equação, com a álgebra

inT denota pois a álgebra associada ao tipo T.  

A co-álgebra de T pode ser escrita como
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we realize that is not so (as expected), but it can be used to build such inhabitants,

for instance:

Main> Cons(1,Nil)

Cons (1,Nil) :: T

or

Main> Cons(2,Cons(1,Nil))

Cons (2,Cons (1,Nil)) :: T

etc. We conclude that expressions involving and are inhabitants of type .

Are these the only ones? The answer is yes because, by design of the HASKELL lan-

guage, the constructors of type will remain fixed once its declaration is interpreted,

that is, no further constructor can be added to . Does have an inverse? Yes, its

inverse is coalgebra

!!

NIL (2.16)

which can be straightforwardly encoded in HASKELL using the Either realization of

(recall sections 1.9 and 1.18):

outT :: T -> Either () (A,T)

outT Nil = Left ()

outT (Cons(a,l)) = Right(a,l)

In summary, isomorphism

""
## (2.17)

holds, where datatype is inhabited by symbolic expressions which we may visualize

very conveniently as trees, for instance
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which, as we have seen in section 1.18, can be written simply as

data L = Nil | Cons (A,L) (2.13)

and generates diagram

!!

""!
!!!

!!!
!!!

!

##

$$

%%" " "
" " "

" " "
" "

(2.14)

leading to algebra .

HASKELL seems to have generated another solution for the equation, which it calls

. To avoid the inevitable confusion between this symbol denoting the newly created

datatype and symbol in equation (2.6), which denotes a mathematical variable, let us

use symbol to denote the former ( stands for “type”). This can be coped with very

simply by writing T instead of L in (2.13):

data T = Nil | Cons (A,T) (2.15)

In order to make more explicit, we will write instead of .

Some questions are on demand at this point. First of all, what is datatype ? What

are its inhabitants? Next, is $$ an iso or not?

HASKELL will help us to answer these questions. Suppose that is a primitive

numeric datatype, and that we add deriving Show to (2.15) so that we can “see”
the inhabitants of the datatype. The information associated to is thus:

Main> :i T
-- type constructor
data T

-- constructors:
Nil :: T
Cons :: (A,T) -> T

-- instances:
instance Show T
instance Eval T

By typing Nil

Main> Nil
Nil :: T

we confirm that is itself an inhabitant of , and by typing Cons

Main> Cons
<<function>> :: (A,T) -> T

inT
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Qualquer tipo de dados resultante apenas de 
uma mudança de nome dos  construtores, como
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picturing expression . is the empty tree and may be

regarded as the operation which adds a new root and a new branch, say , to a tree :

The choice of symbols T, Nil and Cons was rather arbitrary in (2.15). Therefore,
an alternative declaration such as, for instance,

data U = Stop | Join (A,U) (2.18)

would have been perfectly acceptable, generating another solution for the equation

under algebra . It is easy to check that (2.18) is but a renaming of to

and of to . Therefore, both datatypes are isomorphic, or “abstractly

the same”.

Indeed, any other datatype inductively defined by a constant and a binary con-

structor accepting and as parameters will be a solution to the equation. Because

we are just renaming symbols in a consistent way, all such solutions are abstractly the

same. All of them capture the abstract notion of a list of symbols.

We wrote “inductively” above because the set of all expressions (trees) which i-

nhabit the type is defined by induction. Such types are called inductive and we shall

have a lot more to say about them in chapter 3.

Exercise 2.1 Obviously,

either (const []) (:)

does not work as a HASKELL realization of the mediating arrow in diagram (2.9). What do you need to write

instead?

2.3 Observing an inductive datatype

Suppose that one is asked to express a particular observation of an inductive such as

(2.15), that is, a function of signature !! for some target type . Suppose,

for instance, that is (the set of all non-negative integers) and that we want to add

all elements which occur in a -list. Of course, we have to guarantee that addition is

available in ,

""

é também solução da mesma equação, 
correspondendo-lhe uma álgebra própria, neste 
caso 
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for instance, that is (the set of all non-negative integers) and that we want to add

all elements which occur in a -list. Of course, we have to guarantee that addition is

available in ,

""

Existe pois toda uma família de tipos de dados 
isomorfos que são solução da equação inicial
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2.2 Introducing inductive datatypes

Datatype as defined by (2.4) is said to be recursive because “recurs” in the defi-

nition of itself 2. From the discussion above, it is clear that set-theoretical equality

“ ” in this equation should give place to set-theoretical isomorphism (“ ”):

(2.6)

Which isomorphism !! do we expect to witness (2.4)? This will

depend on which particular solution to (2.4) we are thinking of. So far we have seen

only one, . By recalling the notion of algebra of a datatype (section 1.18), so we

may rephrase the question as: which algebra

!!

do we expect to witness the tautology which arises from (2.4) by replacing unknown

with solution , that is

It will have to be of the form as depicted by the following diagram:

""

##!!
!!!

!!!
!!!

$$

!!

%%" " "
" " "

" " "
" "

(2.7)

Arrows and can be guessed rather intuitively: , which will express

the “NIL pointer” by the empty sequence, at level, and , where is

the standard “left append” sequence constructor, which we for the moment introduce

rather informally as follows:

""
(2.8)

In a diagram:

""

##!!
!!!

!!!
!!!

$$

!!

%%" " "
" " "

" " "
" "

(2.9)

Of course, for to be iso it needs to have an inverse, which is not hard to guess,

hd tl . (2.10)

2By analogy, we may regard (2.3) as a “recursive definition” of number .



O que significa dizer que as listas constituem um
tipo de dados indutivo?

Simplesmente que a sua definição é indutiva:

• Nil é uma lista (caso de base)

• Se x : A, e l é uma lista, então Cons (x, l) é também uma lista (caso indutivo)



Um functor é um mapeamento de tipos 
(uma forma de construir tipos a partir de outros)

com uma particularidade: 
deve também ser capaz de mapear funções

3- Definição de Functor 



• F A e F B são ainda tipos

• F f é uma função  

Seja F um functor e A e B tipos; 
Seja ainda f uma função                . Então:
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etc. This is the same as introducing a datatype-level operator

(2.40)

which maps every datatype into datatype . Operator captures the pattern

of recursion which is associated to so-called “right” lists (of non-negative integers), that

is, lists which grow to the right. The slightly different pattern will

generate a different, although related, inductive type

(2.41)

— that of so-called “left” lists (of non-negative integers). And it is not difficult to think

of the pattern which is merges both right and left lists and gives rise to bi-linear lists,

better known as binary trees:

(2.42)

One may think of many other expressions and guess the inductive datatype they

generate, for instance generating non-empty lists of non-negative

integers ( ). The general rule is that, given an inductive datatype definition of the

form

(2.43)

(also called a domain equation), its pattern of recursion is captured by a so-called func-

tor .

2.7 Functors

The concept of a functor , borrowed from category theory, is a most generic and useful

device in programming 5. As we have seen, can be regarded as a datatype constructor

which, given datatype , builds a more elaborate datatype ; given another datatype

, builds a similarly elaborate datatype ; and so on. But what is more important

and has the most beneficial consequences is that, if is regarded as a functor, then its

data-structuring effect extends smoothly to functions in the following way: suppose

that !! is a function which observes into , which are parameters of

and , respectively. By definition, if is a functor then !! exists for

every such :

"" ""

5The category theory practitioner must be warned of the fact that the word functor is used here in a too

restrictive way. A proper (generic) definition of a functor will be provided later in this book.
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Para que F seja de facto um functor, é ainda 
necessário que duas condições sejam 
cumpridas:

• F mapeia a identidade na identidade

• F comuta com a composição de funções
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extends to -structures and will, by definition, obey to two very basic properties:

it commutes with identity

(2.44)

and with composition

. . (2.45)

Two simple examples of a functor follow:

Identity functor: define , for every datatype , and . Properties

(2.44) and (2.45) hold trivially just by removing symbol wherever it occurs.

Constant functors: for a given , define (for all datatypes ) and

, as expressed in the following diagram:

!! !!

Properties (2.44) and (2.45) hold trivially again.

In the same way functions can be unary, binary, etc., we can have functors with

more than one argument. So we get binary functors (also called bifunctors), ternary

functors etc.. Of course, properties (2.44) and (2.45) have to hold for every parameter

of an -ary functor. For a binary functor , for instance, equation (2.44) becomes

(2.46)

and equation (2.45) becomes

. . . (2.47)

Product and coproduct are typical examples of bifunctors. In the former case one

has and — recall (1.22). Properties (1.29) and

(1.28) instantiate (2.46) and (2.47), respectively, and this explains why we called them

the functorial properties of product. In the latter case, one has and

— recall (1.37)— and functorial properties (1.43) and (1.42). Finally,

exponentiation is a functorial construction too: assuming , one has and

. and functorial properties (1.71) and (1.72). All this is summarized in

table 2.1.

Such as functions, functors may compose with each other in the obvious way: the

composition of and , denoted . , is defined by

. (2.48)

. (2.49)
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Qualquer construtor de tipo de dados polimórfico
é um functor. Por exemplo o functor List:

data List a = Nil | Cons a (List a)

Mapeia um tipo X em List X, e uma função f 
na função List f = map f

Exercício: provar que List é de facto um functor

4- Functores de Tipo



XI - Functores e Tipos



Para um determinado tipo A fixo,  tem-se:
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Compreende-se agora a designação das 
“Propriedades Functoriais” da exponenciação...

1- Functor Exponenciação



• Functor Identidade: 

               F X = X;  F f = f  

 

• Functor Constante:

               F X = C;  F f = idC

Exercício: provar que são de facto functores

2- Functores Elementares



3- Bifunctores
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Um bifunctor B mapeia 

 – um par de tipos X, Y num novo tipo

 – um par de funções  

    numa função 
    tendo que se verificar 

Brief Article

The Author

November 5, 2004

f : X ! U, g : Y ! V

fact = [1,mult ] · (id + "id , fact · pred#) · isZero?

sq = [0, add · "aux , sq# · pred ] · isZero?

aux = succ · add · "id, id#

height = [0, succ · max · (height $ height) · aux ] · isLeaf ?

LTree a %= a + (LTree a)$ (LTree a)

height = [0, succ · max · (height $ height)] · outLTree

fA def= f · ap

fA g = f · g

f : C $A ! B

1

Brief Article

The Author

November 5, 2004

f : X ! U, g : Y ! V

B(f, g) : B(X, Y ) ! B(U, V )

fact = [1,mult ] · (id + "id , fact · pred#) · isZero?

sq = [0, add · "aux , sq# · pred ] · isZero?

aux = succ · add · "id, id#

height = [0, succ · max · (height $ height) · aux ] · isLeaf ?

LTree a %= a + (LTree a)$ (LTree a)

height = [0, succ · max · (height $ height)] · outLTree

fA def= f · ap

fA g = f · g

1



Brief Article

The Author

November 5, 2004

f : X ! U, g : Y ! V

B(f, g) : B(X, Y ) ! B(U, V )

idA " idB = idA!B

fact = [1,mult ] · (id + #id , fact · pred$) · isZero?

sq = [0, add · #aux , sq$ · pred ] · isZero?

aux = succ · add · #id, id$

height = [0, succ · max · (height % height) · aux ] · isLeaf ?

LTree a &= a + (LTree a)% (LTree a)

height = [0, succ · max · (height % height)] · outLTree

fA def= f · ap

1

Brief Article

The Author

November 5, 2004

f : X ! U, g : Y ! V

B(f, g) : B(X, Y ) ! B(U, V )

idA " idB = idA!B

(g · h)" (i · j) = (g " i) · (h" j)

fact = [1,mult ] · (id + #id , fact · pred$) · isZero?

sq = [0, add · #aux , sq$ · pred ] · isZero?

aux = succ · add · #id, id$

height = [0, succ · max · (height % height) · aux ] · isLeaf ?

LTree a &= a + (LTree a)% (LTree a)

height = [0, succ · max · (height % height)] · outLTree

1

Usando notação infixa     para o bifunctor B, teríamos

Brief Article

The Author

November 5, 2004

f : X ! U, g : Y ! V

B(f, g) : B(X, Y ) ! B(U, V )

idA " idB = idA!B

(g · h)" (i · j) = (g " i) · (h" j)

fact = [1,mult ] · (id + #id , fact · pred$) · isZero?

sq = [0, add · #aux , sq$ · pred ] · isZero?

aux = succ · add · #id, id$

height = [0, succ · max · (height % height) · aux ] · isLeaf ?

LTree a &= a + (LTree a)% (LTree a)

height = [0, succ · max · (height % height)] · outLTree

1



As propriedades functoriais anteriores tornam
evidente que 

 – os constructores de tipos produto e coproduto 
são bifunctores, em que 

 – o mapeamento de funções é dado pelos 
combinadores produto e soma, respectivamente.

4- Bifunctores Produto e Coproduto
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which is pronounced “product of and ” and has typing-rule

!!

!!

!!

(1.23)

Note the overloading of symbol “ ”, which is used to denote both Cartesian product

and functional product. The adoption of this notation will be fully justified later on.

What is the interplay among functional combinators . (composition),

(split) and (product) ? Composition and split relate to each other via the following

property, known as -fusion:

!! ""
##! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !

$$ %%""""""""".

&&# # # # # # # # # # # # # # #

$$ .

''$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$

. . . (1.24)

This shows that split is right-distributivewith respect to composition. Left-distributivity

does not hold but there is something we can say about . in case :

.
by (1.22)

. . .
by -fusion (1.24)

. . . .
by (1.8)

. . . .
by -cancellation (1.20)

. .

The law we have just derived is known as -absorption. (The intuition behind this

terminology is that “split absorbs ”, as a special kind of fusion.) It is a consequence

Brief Article

The Author

October 1, 2004

A + B = {(t1, a) | a ! A} " {(t2, b) | b ! B}

A + B
f+g#$ C + D

1

Mais uma vez se compreende a designação das 
“Propriedades Functoriais” destes combinadores



Os bifunctores produto e coproduto podem ser 
lifted por forma a permitir construir novos functores:

(F + G) X = F X + G X

(F + G) f = F f + G f

(F x G) X = F X x G X

(F x G) f = F f x G f

Exercício: provar que são ainda functores...

Note-se que + e + designam entidades diferentes...

5- Produto e Coproduto de Functores
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Product and coproduct are typical examples of bifunctors. In the former case one

has and — recall (1.22). Properties (1.29) and

(1.28) instantiate (2.46) and (2.47), respectively, and this explains why we called them

the functorial properties of product. In the latter case, one has and

— recall (1.37)— and functorial properties (1.43) and (1.42). Finally,

exponentiation is a functorial construction too: assuming , one has and
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Such as functions, functors may compose with each other in the obvious way: the

composition of and , denoted . , is defined by

. (2.48)
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Definição óbvia:

6- Composição de Functores



Um functor polinomial define-se como sendo:

 – um functor constante, ou

 – o functor identidade, ou

 – o produto ou coproduto de dois functores 

 polinomiais, ou

 – a composição de dois functores polinomiais

7- Functores Polinomiais



É fácil, dada a definição de um functor polinomial
nos tipos, chegar à sua definição nas funções:

Brief Article

The Author

November 5, 2004

L != F(L)

F X
def= 1 + A"X

f : X # U, g : Y # V

B(f, g) : B(X, Y ) # B(U, V )

idA $ idB = idA!B

(g · h)$ (i · j) = (g $ i) · (h$ j)

fact = [1,mult ] · (id + %id , fact · pred&) · isZero?

sq = [0, add · %aux , sq& · pred ] · isZero?

aux = succ · add · %id, id&

height = [0, succ · max · (height " height) · aux ] · isLeaf ?

1

Brief Article

The Author

November 5, 2004

L != F L

F X
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Como se generaliza este esquema?



8 - Normalização

Os functores polinomiais podem ser normalizados,
de forma idêntica aos polinómios.
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assumed, the diagrams in (2.31) can be written as simply as

!!

"" ""
##

##
$$

!!

$$ (2.50)

It is useful to know that, thanks to the isomorphism laws studied in chapter 1, every

polynomial functor may be put into the canonical form,

(2.51)

and that Newton’s binomial formula

(2.52)

can be used in such conversions. These are performed up to isomorphism, that is to

say, after the conversion one gets a different but isomorphic datatype. Consider, for

instance, functor

(where is a constant datatype) and check the following reasoning:

law (1.85)

law (1.50)

laws (1.79), (1.31) and (1.50)

laws (1.79) and (1.85)

law (1.46)

canonical form obtained via laws (1.50) and (1.86)
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Exercício: obter a forma normal acima
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Exercise 2.5 Synthesize the isomorphism !! implicit

in the above reasoning.

2.9 Polynomial inductive types

An inductive datatype is said to be polynomial wherever its pattern of recursion is

described by a polynomial functor, that is to say, wherever in equation (2.43) is

polynomial. For instance, datatype (2.20) is polynomial ( ) and its associated

polynomial functor is canonically defined with coefficients and . For

reasons that will become apparent later on, we shall always impose to hold in

a polynomial datatype expressed in canonical form.

Polynomial types are easy to encode in HASKELL wherever the associated functor

is in canonical polynomial form, that is, wherever one has

"" (2.53)

Then we have

where, for , is an arrow of type !! . Since is finite, one

may expand exponentials according to (1.85) and encode this in HASKELL as follows:

data T = C0 |
C1 (C1,T) |
C2 (C2,(T,T)) |
... |
Cn (Cn,(T, ..., T))

Of course the choice of symbol Ci to realize each is arbitrary 6. Several instances

of polynomial inductive types (in canonical form) will be mentioned in section 2.13.

Section 2.15 will address the conversion between inductive datatypes induced by so-

called natural transformations.

The concepts of catamorphism, anamorphism and hylomorphism introduced in

section 2.5 can be extended to arbitrary polynomial types. We devote the following

sections to explaining catamorphisms in the polynomial setting. Polynomial anamor-

phisms and hylomorphisms will not be dealt with until chapter 3.

6A more traditional (but less close to (2.53)) encoding will be

data T = C0 | C1 C1 T | C2 C2 T T | ... | Cn Cn T ... T (2.54)

delivering every constructor in curried form.
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Tipo T = µF gerados por um functor polinomial F:

9- Tipos Indutivos Polinomiais
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Regressemos à equação recursiva das listas de A:
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2.2 Introducing inductive datatypes

Datatype as defined by (2.4) is said to be recursive because “recurs” in the defi-

nition of itself 2. From the discussion above, it is clear that set-theoretical equality

“ ” in this equation should give place to set-theoretical isomorphism (“ ”):

(2.6)

Which isomorphism !! do we expect to witness (2.4)? This will

depend on which particular solution to (2.4) we are thinking of. So far we have seen

only one, . By recalling the notion of algebra of a datatype (section 1.18), so we

may rephrase the question as: which algebra

!!

do we expect to witness the tautology which arises from (2.4) by replacing unknown

with solution , that is

It will have to be of the form as depicted by the following diagram:

""

##!!
!!!

!!!
!!!

$$

!!

%%" " "
" " "

" " "
" "

(2.7)

Arrows and can be guessed rather intuitively: , which will express

the “NIL pointer” by the empty sequence, at level, and , where is

the standard “left append” sequence constructor, which we for the moment introduce

rather informally as follows:

""
(2.8)

In a diagram:

""

##!!
!!!

!!!
!!!

$$

!!

%%" " "
" " "

" " "
" "

(2.9)

Of course, for to be iso it needs to have an inverse, which is not hard to guess,

hd tl . (2.10)

2By analogy, we may regard (2.3) as a “recursive definition” of number .

esta pode ser reescrita como:

com

Brief Article

The Author

November 5, 2004

L != F(L)

F X
def= 1 + A"X

f : X # U, g : Y # V

B(f, g) : B(X, Y ) # B(U, V )

idA $ idB = idA!B

(g · h)$ (i · j) = (g $ i) · (h$ j)

fact = [1,mult ] · (id + %id , fact · pred&) · isZero?

sq = [0, add · %aux , sq& · pred ] · isZero?

aux = succ · add · %id, id&

height = [0, succ · max · (height " height) · aux ] · isLeaf ?

1
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1- Pontos Fixos e Tipos de Dados



Vimos já que uma tal equação possui como 
soluções uma classe de tipos isomorfos. 

Estes tipos são designados Pontos Fixos do 
functor F, que representaremos por µF.  

Dizemos também que F é o functor-base do 
tipo µF.

Brief Article

The Author

November 5, 2004

L != F L

F X
def= 1 + A"X

f : X # U, g : Y # V

B(f, g) : B(X, Y ) # B(U, V )
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sq = [0, add · %aux , sq& · pred ] · isZero?

aux = succ · add · %id, id&

height = [0, succ · max · (height " height) · aux ] · isLeaf ?

1
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Because is iso, this law can be rephrased as follows

. . (2.60)

where denotes the inverse of :

!!
""

Now, let be -homomorphism (2.55) between -algebras and . How does it

relate to and ? Note that . is an arrow mediating and . But is

the carrier of and is the unique arrow mediating and . So the two arrows

are the same:

Cata-fusion :

## ##

$$

##

$$

##
$$

. if . . (2.61)

Of course, this law is also a consequence of the universal property, for . :

. . . . .
composition is associative and is a functor (2.45)

. . . .
cata-cancellation (2.59)

. . . .
require to be a -homomorphism (2.55)

. . . . . .
simplify

. .

The presentation of the absorption property of catamorphisms entails the very im-

portant issue of parameterization and deserves to be treated in a separate section, as

follows.

por exemplo

é o functor-base do tipo “listas de A”.
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The Author
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fact = [1,mult ] · (id + %id , fact · pred&) · isZero?

sq = [0, add · %aux , sq& · pred ] · isZero?

aux = succ · add · %id, id&

height = [0, succ · max · (height " height) · aux ] · isLeaf ?

1



Exercício:

 – Determinar os functores-base dos 
tipos LTree e BTree

 – Como mapeiam estes uma função?



Seja T o tipo “Lista de Números Inteiros”:
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and that is a value denoting “the addition of nothing”. So constant arrow

!! is available. Of course, holds, for all

. This property means that , together with operator and constant , forms

a monoid, a very important algebraic structure in computing which will be exploited

intensively later in this book. The following arrow “packaging” , and ,

!! (2.19)

is a convenient way to express such a structure. Combining this arrow with the algebra

!! (2.20)

which defines , and the function we want to define, the target of which is ,

we get the almost closed diagram which follows, in which only the dashed arrow is yet

to be filled in:

""

!!

""
!!

(2.21)

We know that . A pattern for the missing arrow is not difficult to

guess: in the same way bridges and on the lefthand side, it will do the same

job on the righthand side. So pattern comes to mind (recall section 1.10),

where the “ ” are very naturally filled in by identity functions. All in all, we obtain

diagram

""

!!

""
!!

(2.22)

which pictures the following property of

. . (2.23)

and is easy to convert to pointwise notation:

. .
(1.40) on the lefthand side, (1.41) and identity on the righthand side

. . .
either structural equality (1.58)

Então a função “somatório” pode ser definida
sem variáveis como
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.

. .
going pointwise

.

. .
composition (1.6), constant (1.12), product (1.22) and definition of

Note that we could have used in diagram (2.21),

!!

"" ""
##

(2.24)

obtaining another version of the definition of ,

. . (2.25)

which would lead to exactly the same pointwise recursive definition:

. .
(1.41) and identity on the righthand side

. .
going pointwise on (2.16)

. .
. .

definition of (2.16)

. .
. .

-cancellation (1.38)

.
simplification

Pointwise mirrors the structure of type in having has many definition clauses

as constructors in . Such functions are said to be defined by induction on the structure

2- Catamorfismos de Listas
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Ex: efectuar esta conversão para código 
com variáveis
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f n | n == 0 = Nil
| otherwise = Cons(n,f(n-1))

We shall see briefly that the constructions of the function adding up a list of

numbers in the previous section and, in this section, of the function generating a list

of numbers are very standard in algorithm design and can be broadly generalized. Let

us first introduce some standard terminology.

2.5 Introducing (list) catas, anas and hylos

Suppose that, back to section 2.3, we want to multiply, rather than add, the elements

occurring in lists of type (2.15). How much of the program synthesis effort presented

there can be reused in the design of the new function?

It is intuitive that only the bottom arrow !! of dia-

gram (2.24) needs to be replaced, because this is the only place where we can specify

that target datatype is now regarded as the carrier of another (multiplicative rather

than additive) monoidal structure,

!! (2.30)

for . We are saying that the argument list is now to be reduced by the

multiplication operator and that output value is expected as the result of “nothing left

to multiply”.

Moreover, in the previous section we might have wanted our number-list generator

to produce the list of even numbers smaller than a given number, in decreasing order

(see exercise 2.4). Intuition will once again help us in deciding that only arrow in

(2.26) needs to be updated.

The following diagrams generalize both constructions by leaving such bottom ar-

rows unspecified,

""

## ##
!!

!!
$$

""

$$ (2.31)

and express their duality (cf. the directions of the arrows). It so happens that, for each

of these diagrams, is uniquely dependent on the arrow, that is to say, each particular

instantiation of will determine the corresponding . So both s can be regarded as

“seeds” or “genetic material” of the functions they uniquely define 3.

Following the standard terminology, we express these facts by writing

with respect to the lefthand side diagram and by writing with respect to the

righthand side diagram. Read as “the -catamorphism induced by ” and as

3The theory which supports the statements of this paragraph will not be dealt with until chapter 3.

Claramente a  abstracção da função          
leva-nos a uma definição point-free do conhecido
padrão de recursividade foldr das listas.          
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of their input type. If we repeat this calculation for instead of , that is, for

hd tl .

— recall (2.10) — taking place of , we get a “more algorithmic” version of :

. . hd tl .
-functor (1.42), identity and -absorption (1.25)

. hd . tl .
-absorption (1.41) and constant

. hd . tl .
going pointwise on guard (1.60) and simplifying

. hd . tl
simplification

hd tl

The outcome of this calculation can be encoded in HASKELL syntax as

f l | l == [] = 0
| otherwise = head l + f (tail l)

or

f l = if l == []
then 0
else head l + f (tail l)

both requiring the equality predicate “==” and destructors “head” and “tail”.

2.4 Synthesizing an inductive datatype

The issue which concerns us in this section dualizes what we have just dealt with:

instead of analyzing or observing an inductive type such as (2.15), we want to be

able to synthesize (generate) particular inhabitants of . In other words, we want to

be able to specify functions with signature !! for some given source type .

Let and suppose we want to generate, for a given natural number , the

list containing all numbers less or equal to in decreasing order

or the empty list , in case .

Chamaremos a f o catamorfismo gerado por g, 
e escreveremos
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to produce the list of even numbers smaller than a given number, in decreasing order

(see exercise 2.4). Intuition will once again help us in deciding that only arrow in

(2.26) needs to be updated.

The following diagrams generalize both constructions by leaving such bottom ar-

rows unspecified,

""

## ##
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!!
$$

""
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and express their duality (cf. the directions of the arrows). It so happens that, for each

of these diagrams, is uniquely dependent on the arrow, that is to say, each particular

instantiation of will determine the corresponding . So both s can be regarded as

“seeds” or “genetic material” of the functions they uniquely define 3.

Following the standard terminology, we express these facts by writing

with respect to the lefthand side diagram and by writing with respect to the

righthand side diagram. Read as “the -catamorphism induced by ” and as

3The theory which supports the statements of this paragraph will not be dealt with until chapter 3.
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“the -anamorphism induced by ”. This terminology is derived from the Greek words

(cata) and (ana) meaning, respectively, “downwards” and “upwards” (com-

pare with the direction of the arrow in each diagram). The exchange of parentheses

“ ” and “ ” in double parentheses “ ” and “ ” is aimed at expressing the duality

of both concepts.

We shall have a lot to say about catamorphisms and anamorphisms of a given type

such as . For the moment, it suffices to say that

the -catamorphism induced by !! is the unique function

!! which obeys to property (or is defined by)

. . (2.32)

which is the same as

. . (2.33)

given "" the -anamorphism induced by is the unique

function "" which obeys to property (or is defined by)

. . (2.34)

From (2.31) it can be observed that can act as a mediator between any -anamorphism

and any -catamorphism, that is to say, !! composes with !! , for

some "" . In other words, a -catamorphism call always observe

(consume) the output of a -anamorphism. The latter produces a list of s which is

consumed by the former. This is depicted in the diagram which follows:

!!
##

!!

##

##

""

##

(2.35)

What can we say about the . composition? It is a function from to

which resorts to as an intermediate data-structure and can be subject to the following

calculation (cf. outermost rectangle in (2.35)):

. . . .
-functor (1.42)



Exercícios: definir os catamorfismos

– Comprimento de uma lista
– Soma (dos elementos) de uma lista
– map de listas
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1- Catamorfismos Genéricos

Generalização da noção anterior, para um
tipo polinomial genérico com functor-base F

2.11. -CATAMORPHISMS 69

!! !!

""

""

(2.56)

We will drop the subscript in wherever deducible from the context, and often

call the “gene” of .

As happens with splits, eithers and transposes, the uniqueness of the catamor-

phism construct is captured by a universal property established in the class of all -

homomorphisms:

. . (2.57)

According to the experience gathered from section 1.12 onwards, a few properties can

be expected as consequences of (2.57). For instance, one may wonder about the “gene”

of the identity catamorphism. Just let in (2.57) and see what happens:

. .
identity (1.10) and is a functor (2.44)

.
identity (1.10) once again

replaced by and simplifying

Thus one finds out that the genetic material of the identity catamorphism is the initial

algebra . Which is the same as establishing the reflection property of catamorphisms:

Cata-reflection :

!! !!

""

""

(2.58)

In a more intuitive way, one might have observed that is, by definition of , the

unique arrow mediating and itself. But another arrow of the same type is already

known: the identity . So these two arrows must be the same.

Another property following immediately from (2.57), for , is

Cata-cancellation :

. . (2.59)
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Because is iso, this law can be rephrased as follows

. . (2.60)

where denotes the inverse of :

!!
""

Now, let be -homomorphism (2.55) between -algebras and . How does it

relate to and ? Note that . is an arrow mediating and . But is

the carrier of and is the unique arrow mediating and . So the two arrows

are the same:

Cata-fusion :

## ##

$$

##

$$

##
$$

. if . . (2.61)

Of course, this law is also a consequence of the universal property, for . :

. . . . .
composition is associative and is a functor (2.45)

. . . .
cata-cancellation (2.59)

. . . .
require to be a -homomorphism (2.55)

. . . . . .
simplify

. .

The presentation of the absorption property of catamorphisms entails the very im-

portant issue of parameterization and deserves to be treated in a separate section, as

follows.
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!! !!

""

""

(2.56)

We will drop the subscript in wherever deducible from the context, and often

call the “gene” of .

As happens with splits, eithers and transposes, the uniqueness of the catamor-

phism construct is captured by a universal property established in the class of all -

homomorphisms:

. . (2.57)

According to the experience gathered from section 1.12 onwards, a few properties can

be expected as consequences of (2.57). For instance, one may wonder about the “gene”

of the identity catamorphism. Just let in (2.57) and see what happens:

. .
identity (1.10) and is a functor (2.44)

.
identity (1.10) once again

replaced by and simplifying

Thus one finds out that the genetic material of the identity catamorphism is the initial

algebra . Which is the same as establishing the reflection property of catamorphisms:

Cata-reflection :

!! !!

""

""

(2.58)

In a more intuitive way, one might have observed that is, by definition of , the

unique arrow mediating and itself. But another arrow of the same type is already

known: the identity . So these two arrows must be the same.

Another property following immediately from (2.57), for , is

Cata-cancellation :

. . (2.59)
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3- Props: Cancelamento



4- Props: Fusão

Para mais tarde...



5- Props: Reflexão
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Prova (utilizando propr. univ.)
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• Trata-se de uma definição única de catamorfismo, 
parametrizada pelo tipo indutivo em questão

• Introduz-se no cálculo um conjunto de leis, que permitirão 
raciocinar sobre os folds de qualquer tipo de dados, da 
mesma forma que split, either, curry, …

Observe-se que 



• A álgebra in de um tipo de dados é designada de inicial, o que é 

justificado pela propr. univ. dos catamorfismos.

• Qualquer outra função

é uma algebra do mesmo functor    

• É tipicamente gerada por uma declaração data …
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6- Conceitos Associados



Exercícios: instanciar as leis dos catamorfismos
para os tipos

– LTree
– BTree
– RTree



XIV - Anamorfismos



Voltemos ao tipo T = “Lista de Números Inteiros”:
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and that is a value denoting “the addition of nothing”. So constant arrow

!! is available. Of course, holds, for all

. This property means that , together with operator and constant , forms

a monoid, a very important algebraic structure in computing which will be exploited

intensively later in this book. The following arrow “packaging” , and ,

!! (2.19)

is a convenient way to express such a structure. Combining this arrow with the algebra

!! (2.20)

which defines , and the function we want to define, the target of which is ,

we get the almost closed diagram which follows, in which only the dashed arrow is yet

to be filled in:

""

!!

""
!!

(2.21)

We know that . A pattern for the missing arrow is not difficult to

guess: in the same way bridges and on the lefthand side, it will do the same

job on the righthand side. So pattern comes to mind (recall section 1.10),

where the “ ” are very naturally filled in by identity functions. All in all, we obtain

diagram

""

!!

""
!!

(2.22)

which pictures the following property of

. . (2.23)

and is easy to convert to pointwise notation:

. .
(1.40) on the lefthand side, (1.41) and identity on the righthand side

. . .
either structural equality (1.58)

Então a função “downto” pode ser definida
sem variáveis como 

f = inT · (id + id! f) · (! + "id,ӹ֊$# #) ·ʯ״ $֊ϻ?

L $= F L

F X
def
= 1 + A!X

F f
def
= id + id! f

f : X % U, g : Y % V

B(f, g) : B(X, Y ) % B(U, V )

idA & idB = idA!B

(g · h)& (i · j) = (g & i) · (h& j)

%�ÿۿ= [1, [ۿ˿ͯݏ · (ʯ# + "ʯ# ,%�ÿۿ·ӹ֊$# #) ·ʯ״ $֊ϻ?

=ԏ״ [0,�# # · #ԏ״,2ݏ�" ·ӹ֊$# ] ·ʯ״ $֊ϻ?

=2ݏ� ÿÿ·�ddݏ״ · "ʯd,ʯd#

ȶ$ʯſȶۿ= ·ÿÿݏ״,0] �ͯ2· (ȶ$ʯſȶۿ!ȶ$ʯſȶۿ) [2ݏ�· ·ʯ״$�%?

֊$$�$= a + (LTree a)! (LTree a)

2

1- Anamorfismos de Listas
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f n | n == 0 = Nil
| otherwise = Cons(n,f(n-1))

We shall see briefly that the constructions of the function adding up a list of

numbers in the previous section and, in this section, of the function generating a list

of numbers are very standard in algorithm design and can be broadly generalized. Let

us first introduce some standard terminology.

2.5 Introducing (list) catas, anas and hylos

Suppose that, back to section 2.3, we want to multiply, rather than add, the elements

occurring in lists of type (2.15). How much of the program synthesis effort presented

there can be reused in the design of the new function?

It is intuitive that only the bottom arrow !! of dia-

gram (2.24) needs to be replaced, because this is the only place where we can specify

that target datatype is now regarded as the carrier of another (multiplicative rather

than additive) monoidal structure,

!! (2.30)

for . We are saying that the argument list is now to be reduced by the

multiplication operator and that output value is expected as the result of “nothing left

to multiply”.

Moreover, in the previous section we might have wanted our number-list generator

to produce the list of even numbers smaller than a given number, in decreasing order

(see exercise 2.4). Intuition will once again help us in deciding that only arrow in

(2.26) needs to be updated.

The following diagrams generalize both constructions by leaving such bottom ar-

rows unspecified,

""

## ##
!!

!!
$$

""

$$ (2.31)

and express their duality (cf. the directions of the arrows). It so happens that, for each

of these diagrams, is uniquely dependent on the arrow, that is to say, each particular

instantiation of will determine the corresponding . So both s can be regarded as

“seeds” or “genetic material” of the functions they uniquely define 3.

Following the standard terminology, we express these facts by writing

with respect to the lefthand side diagram and by writing with respect to the

righthand side diagram. Read as “the -catamorphism induced by ” and as

3The theory which supports the statements of this paragraph will not be dealt with until chapter 3.

Chamaremos a f o anamorfismo gerado por g, 
e escreveremos
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“the -anamorphism induced by ”. This terminology is derived from the Greek words

(cata) and (ana) meaning, respectively, “downwards” and “upwards” (com-

pare with the direction of the arrow in each diagram). The exchange of parentheses

“ ” and “ ” in double parentheses “ ” and “ ” is aimed at expressing the duality

of both concepts.

We shall have a lot to say about catamorphisms and anamorphisms of a given type

such as . For the moment, it suffices to say that

the -catamorphism induced by !! is the unique function

!! which obeys to property (or is defined by)

. . (2.32)

which is the same as

. . (2.33)

given "" the -anamorphism induced by is the unique

function "" which obeys to property (or is defined by)

. . (2.34)

From (2.31) it can be observed that can act as a mediator between any -anamorphism

and any -catamorphism, that is to say, !! composes with !! , for

some "" . In other words, a -catamorphism call always observe

(consume) the output of a -anamorphism. The latter produces a list of s which is

consumed by the former. This is depicted in the diagram which follows:

!!
##

!!

##

##

""

##

(2.35)

What can we say about the . composition? It is a function from to

which resorts to as an intermediate data-structure and can be subject to the following

calculation (cf. outermost rectangle in (2.35)):

. . . .
-functor (1.42)

A dualização da noção de catamorfismo leva-nos 
a uma nova definição point-free, de um padrão 
de recursividade das listas.          
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Generalização desta noção, para um tipo 
polinomial genérico com functor-base F
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Because is iso, this law can be rephrased as follows
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where denotes the inverse of :
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Now, let be -homomorphism (2.55) between -algebras and . How does it

relate to and ? Note that . is an arrow mediating and . But is

the carrier of and is the unique arrow mediating and . So the two arrows

are the same:

Cata-fusion :
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Of course, this law is also a consequence of the universal property, for . :

. . . . .
composition is associative and is a functor (2.45)

. . . .
cata-cancellation (2.59)

. . . .
require to be a -homomorphism (2.55)
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simplify
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The presentation of the absorption property of catamorphisms entails the very im-

portant issue of parameterization and deserves to be treated in a separate section, as

follows.
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6- Props: Reflexão
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F !"(!)#$F

##

µF out "" F µF

A !
""

!"(!)#$F

##

F A

F !"(!)#$F

##

!"(!)#$ = in · F!"(!)#$ · !

k = !"(!)#$ % out · k = Fk · !

out · !"(!)#$ = F!"(!)#$ · !

µF out "" F µF

µF
out

""

!"(out)#$F

##

F µF

F !"(out)#$F

##

!"(out)#$ = idµF

1



• Trata-se de uma definição única de anamorfismo, parametrizada pelo 
tipo indutivo em questão

• Introduz-se no cálculo um conjunto de leis, que permitirão raciocinar 
sobre os unfolds de qualquer tipo de dados, da mesma forma que split, 
either, curry, folds…

Observe-se que 



Exercícios: 

outros exemplos de anamorfismos de listas: zip

instanciar as leis dos anamorfismos para os tipos
– LTree
– BTree

exemplos: 
– construção de uma árvore de pesquisa
– construção de uma LTree equilibrada



XV - Hilomorfismos



Dados:
– um tipo indutivo gerado por um functor-base F;
– um anamorfismo a de F,
 que gera uma estrutura do tipo µF;
– um catamorfismo c de F, 
 que consome uma estrutura do tipo µF;

Chamaremos à composição h = c . a um 
hilomorfismo de F.

1- Hilomorfismos 



2.5. INTRODUCING (LIST) CATAS, ANAS AND HYLOS 59

“the -anamorphism induced by ”. This terminology is derived from the Greek words

(cata) and (ana) meaning, respectively, “downwards” and “upwards” (com-

pare with the direction of the arrow in each diagram). The exchange of parentheses

“ ” and “ ” in double parentheses “ ” and “ ” is aimed at expressing the duality

of both concepts.

We shall have a lot to say about catamorphisms and anamorphisms of a given type

such as . For the moment, it suffices to say that

the -catamorphism induced by !! is the unique function

!! which obeys to property (or is defined by)

. . (2.32)

which is the same as

. . (2.33)

given "" the -anamorphism induced by is the unique

function "" which obeys to property (or is defined by)

. . (2.34)

From (2.31) it can be observed that can act as a mediator between any -anamorphism

and any -catamorphism, that is to say, !! composes with !! , for

some "" . In other words, a -catamorphism call always observe

(consume) the output of a -anamorphism. The latter produces a list of s which is

consumed by the former. This is depicted in the diagram which follows:

!!
##

!!

##

##

""

##

(2.35)

What can we say about the . composition? It is a function from to

which resorts to as an intermediate data-structure and can be subject to the following

calculation (cf. outermost rectangle in (2.35)):

. . . .
-functor (1.42)
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“the -anamorphism induced by ”. This terminology is derived from the Greek words

(cata) and (ana) meaning, respectively, “downwards” and “upwards” (com-

pare with the direction of the arrow in each diagram). The exchange of parentheses

“ ” and “ ” in double parentheses “ ” and “ ” is aimed at expressing the duality

of both concepts.

We shall have a lot to say about catamorphisms and anamorphisms of a given type

such as . For the moment, it suffices to say that

the -catamorphism induced by !! is the unique function

!! which obeys to property (or is defined by)

. . (2.32)

which is the same as

. . (2.33)

given "" the -anamorphism induced by is the unique

function "" which obeys to property (or is defined by)

. . (2.34)

From (2.31) it can be observed that can act as a mediator between any -anamorphism

and any -catamorphism, that is to say, !! composes with !! , for

some "" . In other words, a -catamorphism call always observe

(consume) the output of a -anamorphism. The latter produces a list of s which is

consumed by the former. This is depicted in the diagram which follows:

!!
##

!!

##

##

""

##

(2.35)

What can we say about the . composition? It is a function from to

which resorts to as an intermediate data-structure and can be subject to the following

calculation (cf. outermost rectangle in (2.35)):

. . . .
-functor (1.42)
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“the -anamorphism induced by ”. This terminology is derived from the Greek words

(cata) and (ana) meaning, respectively, “downwards” and “upwards” (com-

pare with the direction of the arrow in each diagram). The exchange of parentheses

“ ” and “ ” in double parentheses “ ” and “ ” is aimed at expressing the duality

of both concepts.

We shall have a lot to say about catamorphisms and anamorphisms of a given type

such as . For the moment, it suffices to say that

the -catamorphism induced by !! is the unique function

!! which obeys to property (or is defined by)

. . (2.32)

which is the same as

. . (2.33)

given "" the -anamorphism induced by is the unique

function "" which obeys to property (or is defined by)

. . (2.34)

From (2.31) it can be observed that can act as a mediator between any -anamorphism

and any -catamorphism, that is to say, !! composes with !! , for

some "" . In other words, a -catamorphism call always observe

(consume) the output of a -anamorphism. The latter produces a list of s which is

consumed by the former. This is depicted in the diagram which follows:

!!
##

!!

##

##

""

##

(2.35)

What can we say about the . composition? It is a function from to

which resorts to as an intermediate data-structure and can be subject to the following

calculation (cf. outermost rectangle in (2.35)):

. . . .
-functor (1.42)

2.5. INTRODUCING (LIST) CATAS, ANAS AND HYLOS 59

“the -anamorphism induced by ”. This terminology is derived from the Greek words

(cata) and (ana) meaning, respectively, “downwards” and “upwards” (com-

pare with the direction of the arrow in each diagram). The exchange of parentheses

“ ” and “ ” in double parentheses “ ” and “ ” is aimed at expressing the duality

of both concepts.

We shall have a lot to say about catamorphisms and anamorphisms of a given type

such as . For the moment, it suffices to say that

the -catamorphism induced by !! is the unique function

!! which obeys to property (or is defined by)

. . (2.32)

which is the same as

. . (2.33)

given "" the -anamorphism induced by is the unique

function "" which obeys to property (or is defined by)

. . (2.34)

From (2.31) it can be observed that can act as a mediator between any -anamorphism

and any -catamorphism, that is to say, !! composes with !! , for

some "" . In other words, a -catamorphism call always observe

(consume) the output of a -anamorphism. The latter produces a list of s which is

consumed by the former. This is depicted in the diagram which follows:

!!
##

!!

##

##

""

##

(2.35)

What can we say about the . composition? It is a function from to

which resorts to as an intermediate data-structure and can be subject to the following

calculation (cf. outermost rectangle in (2.35)):

. . . .
-functor (1.42)

Dados os genes

que definem as funções

T é o tipo intermédio do hilomorfismo 

2.5. INTRODUCING (LIST) CATAS, ANAS AND HYLOS 59

“the -anamorphism induced by ”. This terminology is derived from the Greek words

(cata) and (ana) meaning, respectively, “downwards” and “upwards” (com-

pare with the direction of the arrow in each diagram). The exchange of parentheses

“ ” and “ ” in double parentheses “ ” and “ ” is aimed at expressing the duality

of both concepts.

We shall have a lot to say about catamorphisms and anamorphisms of a given type

such as . For the moment, it suffices to say that

the -catamorphism induced by !! is the unique function

!! which obeys to property (or is defined by)

. . (2.32)

which is the same as

. . (2.33)

given "" the -anamorphism induced by is the unique

function "" which obeys to property (or is defined by)

. . (2.34)

From (2.31) it can be observed that can act as a mediator between any -anamorphism

and any -catamorphism, that is to say, !! composes with !! , for

some "" . In other words, a -catamorphism call always observe

(consume) the output of a -anamorphism. The latter produces a list of s which is

consumed by the former. This is depicted in the diagram which follows:

!!
##

!!

##

##

""

##

(2.35)

What can we say about the . composition? It is a function from to

which resorts to as an intermediate data-structure and can be subject to the following

calculation (cf. outermost rectangle in (2.35)):

. . . .
-functor (1.42)

2- Hilomorfismos de Listas de Inteiros 



2.5. INTRODUCING (LIST) CATAS, ANAS AND HYLOS 59

“the -anamorphism induced by ”. This terminology is derived from the Greek words

(cata) and (ana) meaning, respectively, “downwards” and “upwards” (com-

pare with the direction of the arrow in each diagram). The exchange of parentheses

“ ” and “ ” in double parentheses “ ” and “ ” is aimed at expressing the duality

of both concepts.

We shall have a lot to say about catamorphisms and anamorphisms of a given type

such as . For the moment, it suffices to say that

the -catamorphism induced by !! is the unique function

!! which obeys to property (or is defined by)

. . (2.32)

which is the same as

. . (2.33)

given "" the -anamorphism induced by is the unique

function "" which obeys to property (or is defined by)

. . (2.34)

From (2.31) it can be observed that can act as a mediator between any -anamorphism

and any -catamorphism, that is to say, !! composes with !! , for

some "" . In other words, a -catamorphism call always observe

(consume) the output of a -anamorphism. The latter produces a list of s which is

consumed by the former. This is depicted in the diagram which follows:

!!
##

!!

##

##

""

##

(2.35)

What can we say about the . composition? It is a function from to

which resorts to as an intermediate data-structure and can be subject to the following

calculation (cf. outermost rectangle in (2.35)):

. . . .
-functor (1.42)

Poder-se-á definir directamente
sem construír a estrutura de dados intermédia? 

60 CHAPTER 2. RECURSION IN THE POINTFREE STYLE

. . . . .
identity and -functor (1.28)

. . . .

This calculation shows how to define
.

!! in one go, that is to say,

doing without any intermediate data-structure:

!!

.
""

##

.
"" (2.36)

As an example, let us see what comes out of . for and respectively given

by (2.29) and (2.30):

. . . .
. abbreviated to and instantiating and

. . pred .
-functor (1.42) and identity

. . pred .
-absorption (1.25) and identity

. . pred .
-absorption (1.41) and constant (1.15)

. . pred .
McCarthy conditional (1.59)

. . pred
Going pointwise, we get

. . pred
-cancellation (1.38)

constant function (1.12)

and

. . pred
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“the -anamorphism induced by ”. This terminology is derived from the Greek words

(cata) and (ana) meaning, respectively, “downwards” and “upwards” (com-

pare with the direction of the arrow in each diagram). The exchange of parentheses

“ ” and “ ” in double parentheses “ ” and “ ” is aimed at expressing the duality

of both concepts.

We shall have a lot to say about catamorphisms and anamorphisms of a given type

such as . For the moment, it suffices to say that

the -catamorphism induced by !! is the unique function

!! which obeys to property (or is defined by)

. . (2.32)

which is the same as

. . (2.33)

given "" the -anamorphism induced by is the unique

function "" which obeys to property (or is defined by)

. . (2.34)

From (2.31) it can be observed that can act as a mediator between any -anamorphism

and any -catamorphism, that is to say, !! composes with !! , for

some "" . In other words, a -catamorphism call always observe

(consume) the output of a -anamorphism. The latter produces a list of s which is

consumed by the former. This is depicted in the diagram which follows:

!!
##

!!

##

##

""

##

(2.35)

What can we say about the . composition? It is a function from to

which resorts to as an intermediate data-structure and can be subject to the following

calculation (cf. outermost rectangle in (2.35)):

. . . .
-functor (1.42)

60 CHAPTER 2. RECURSION IN THE POINTFREE STYLE

. . . . .
identity and -functor (1.28)

. . . .

This calculation shows how to define
.

!! in one go, that is to say,

doing without any intermediate data-structure:

!!

.
""

##

.
"" (2.36)

As an example, let us see what comes out of . for and respectively given

by (2.29) and (2.30):

. . . .
. abbreviated to and instantiating and

. . pred .
-functor (1.42) and identity

. . pred .
-absorption (1.25) and identity

. . pred .
-absorption (1.41) and constant (1.15)

. . pred .
McCarthy conditional (1.59)

. . pred
Going pointwise, we get

. . pred
-cancellation (1.38)

constant function (1.12)

and

. . pred

60 CHAPTER 2. RECURSION IN THE POINTFREE STYLE

. . . . .
identity and -functor (1.28)

. . . .

This calculation shows how to define
.

!! in one go, that is to say,

doing without any intermediate data-structure:

!!

.
""

##

.
"" (2.36)

As an example, let us see what comes out of . for and respectively given

by (2.29) and (2.30):

. . . .
. abbreviated to and instantiating and

. . pred .
-functor (1.42) and identity

. . pred .
-absorption (1.25) and identity

. . pred .
-absorption (1.41) and constant (1.15)

. . pred .
McCarthy conditional (1.59)

. . pred
Going pointwise, we get

. . pred
-cancellation (1.38)

constant function (1.12)

and

. . pred



3- Exemplo

Sejam

Calculemos:

60 CHAPTER 2. RECURSION IN THE POINTFREE STYLE

. . . . .
identity and -functor (1.28)

. . . .

This calculation shows how to define
.

!! in one go, that is to say,

doing without any intermediate data-structure:

!!

.
""

##

.
"" (2.36)

As an example, let us see what comes out of . for and respectively given

by (2.29) and (2.30):

. . . .
. abbreviated to and instantiating and

. . pred .
-functor (1.42) and identity

. . pred .
-absorption (1.25) and identity

. . pred .
-absorption (1.41) and constant (1.15)

. . pred .
McCarthy conditional (1.59)

. . pred
Going pointwise, we get

. . pred
-cancellation (1.38)

constant function (1.12)

and

. . pred
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g = [1,mul ]

h = (! + !id , pred") · (=0?)

µF F µFin!!

A !
""

f=!"(!)#$F

##

F A

F !"(!)#$F

##

µF out "" F µF

A !
""

!"(!)#$F

##

F A

F !"(!)#$F

##

#$(!)%& = in · F#$(!)%& · !

k = #$(!)%& ' out · k = Fk · !

out · #$(!)%& = F#$(!)%& · !

µF out "" F µF

µF
out

""

!"(out)#$F

##

F µF

F !"(out)#$F

##

1



60 CHAPTER 2. RECURSION IN THE POINTFREE STYLE

. . . . .
identity and -functor (1.28)

. . . .

This calculation shows how to define
.

!! in one go, that is to say,

doing without any intermediate data-structure:

!!

.
""

##

.
"" (2.36)

As an example, let us see what comes out of . for and respectively given

by (2.29) and (2.30):

. . . .
. abbreviated to and instantiating and

. . pred .
-functor (1.42) and identity

. . pred .
-absorption (1.25) and identity

. . pred .
-absorption (1.41) and constant (1.15)

. . pred .
McCarthy conditional (1.59)

. . pred
Going pointwise, we get

. . pred
-cancellation (1.38)

constant function (1.12)

and

. . pred

Introduzindo variáveis reconhecemos f = factorial:

2.5. INTRODUCING (LIST) CATAS, ANAS AND HYLOS 61

-cancellation (1.38)

. . pred
pointwise definitions of split, identity, predecessor and

In summary, is but the well-known factorial function:

This result comes to no surprise if we look at diagram (2.35) for the particular

and we have considered above and recall a popular “definition” of factorial:

times

(2.37)

In fact, produces -list

as an intermediate data-structure which is consumed by , the effect of which is but

the “replacement” of by and by , therefore accomplishing (2.37) and

realizing the computation of factorial.

The moral of this example is that a function as simple as factorial can be decom-

posed into two components (producer/consumer functions) which share a common in-

termediate inductive datatype. The producer function is an anamorphism which “rep-

resents” or produces a “view” of its input argument as a value of the intermediate

datatype. The consumer function is a catamorphism which reduces this intermedi-

ate data-structure and produces the final result. Like factorial, many functions can be

handsomely expressed by a . composition for a suitable choice of the inter-

mediate type, and of and . The intermediate data-structure is said to be virtual in

the sense that it only exists as a means to induce the associated pattern of recursion and

disappears by calculation.

The composition . of a -catamorphism with a -anamorphism is called

a -hylomorphism 4 and is denoted by . Because and fully determine the

behaviour of the function, they can be regarded as the “genes” of the function

they define. As we shall see, this analogy with biology will prove specially useful for

algorithm analysis and classification.

Exercise 2.2 A way of computing , the square of a given natural number , is to sum up the first odd

numbers. In fact, , , , etc., . Following this

hint, express function

sq (2.38)

4This terminology is derived from the Greek word (hylos) meaning “matter”.
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[[g, h]]F = (|g|)F · !"(h)#$F

g = [1,mul ]

h = (! + %id , pred&) · (=0?)

µF F µFin!!

A !
""

f=!"(!)#$F

##

F A

F !"(!)#$F

##

µF out "" F µF

A !
""

!"(!)#$F

##

F A

F !"(!)#$F

##

!"(!)#$ = in · F!"(!)#$ · !

k = !"(!)#$ ' out · k = Fk · !

out · !"(!)#$ = F!"(!)#$ · !

1

Notação:

Lei de fusão ou deflorestação, permite eliminar a 
construção de estruturas de dados intermédias:

Ex: provar esta lei (general. do caso das listas)

Brief Article

The Author

November 22, 2004

qSort = (|[[ ], combina]|) · !"(separaPivot)#$

msort = (|[wrap,merge]|) · !"(separa)#$

[[g, h]]F = (|g|)F · !"(h)#$F

[[g, h]]F = g · F [[g, h]]F · h

g = [1,mul ]

h = (! + %id , pred&) · (=0?)

µF F µFin!!

A !
""

f=!"(!)#$F

##

F A

F !"(!)#$F

##

µF out "" F µF

A !
""

!"(!)#$F

##

F A

F !"(!)#$F

##

1

4- Hilomorfismos Genéricos
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msort = (|[wrap,merge]|) · !"(separa)#$

[[g, h]]F = (|g|)F · !"(h)#$F

[[g, h]]F = g · [[g, h]]F · h

g = [1,mul ]

h = (! + %id , pred&) · (=0?)

µF F µFin!!

A !
""

f=!"(!)#$F

##

F A

F !"(!)#$F

##

µF out "" F µF

A !
""

!"(!)#$F

##

F A

F !"(!)#$F

##

!"(!)#$ = in · F!"(!)#$ · !

1

onde wrap x = [x]
e merge é a função de fusão de listas ordenadas.

Então o catamorfismo acima produz uma lista
ordenada a partir de qualquer LTree

Tipo intermédio: LTree a   

1- Algoritmo Mergesort



separa [x] = i1 x
separa l = 
    let 
    k = (length l) `div` 2
    in
    i2 (take k l, drop k l)

Então o anamorfismo com este gene constrói 
uma LTree equilibrada

Exercícios:  (i) converter esta definição para                                             
código  recursivo com variáveis

                (ii) optimizar separa



• Dado o tipo de dados intermédio utilizado, esta função de 
ordenação não está definida para a lista vazia

• Qualquer árvore construída com os elementos da lista inicial 
serviria...  esta escolha particular deve-se a questões de 
eficiência

Notas
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qSort = (|[[ ], combina]|) · !"(separaPivot)#$

msort = (|[wrap,merge]|) · !"(separa)#$

[[g, h]]F = (|g|)F · !"(h)#$F

[[g, h]]F = g · [[g, h]]F · h

g = [1,mul ]

h = (! + %id , pred&) · (=0?)

µF F µFin!!

A !
""

f=!"(!)#$F

##

F A

F !"(!)#$F

##

µF out "" F µF

A !
""

!"(!)#$F

##

F A

F !"(!)#$F

##

1

onde  combina (x,(l,r)) = l++(x:r)

Então o catamorfismo acima é uma travessia 
inorder da árvore; produz uma lista ordenada 
a partir de uma BTree de pesquisa.

Tipo intermédio: BTree a   

2- Algoritmo Quicksort



separaPivot [] = i1()
separaPivot (h:t) = i2 (h, aux h t)
    where aux x [] = ([],[])
	
       aux x (h:t) 
	
         | h <= x = (h:a,b)
	
         | otherwise = (a,h:b)
	
       where (a,b) = aux x t

Então o anamorfismo com este gene constrói 
uma BTree de pesquisa, não necessariamente 
equilibrada

Exercício: converter esta definição para código 
recursivo com variáveis



3- Notas

• Depois de eliminada a estrutura de dados intermédia de um 
hilomorfismo, obtém-se uma função cuja árvore de recursão tem a 
forma dessa estrutura

• Nenhum dos exemplos apresentados corresponde a uma função que 
possa ser definida como anamorfismo ou catamorfismo (porquê?)

• Funções sobre listas com recursividade não trivial (ou seja, não 
efectuada sobre a cauda da lista) podem ser escritas como 
hilomorfismos de árvores

• Funções que constroem listas de forma não trivial (não designando a 
cabeça e uma cauda construída recursivamente) podem ser escritas 
como hilomorfismos de árvores



• Ingredientes: anamorfismos e catamorfismos standard, disponíveis 
em bibliotecas

• Receitas simples: composições diversas de catamorfismos com 
anamorfismos

• Receitas sofisticadas: composições ou outras combinações de 
hilomorfismos

• Optimização: simplificação dos algoritmos por deflorestação.

4- Arquitectura de Algoritmos



5- Exemplo: Quicksort
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qSort = (|[[ ], combina]|) · !"(separaPivot)#$

msort = (|[wrap,merge]|) · !"(separa)#$

[[g, h]]F = (|g|)F · !"(h)#$F

[[g, h]]F = g · [[g, h]]F · h

g = [1,mul ]

h = (! + %id , pred&) · (=0?)

µF F µFin!!

A !
""

f=!"(!)#$F

##

F A

F !"(!)#$F

##

µF out "" F µF

A !
""

!"(!)#$F

##

F A

F !"(!)#$F

##

1

Alterando apenas uma das componentes deste 
hilo obtém-se facilmente outras funções úteis.
Por exemplo, utilizando o anamorfismo de qSort 
pode-se escrever uma função de pesquisa:

Brief Article
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qSort = (|[[ ], combina]|) · !"(separaPivot)#$

find x = (|[False, aux ]|) · !"(separaPivot)#$

msort = (|[wrap,merge]|) · !"(separa)#$

[[g, h]]F = (|g|)F · !"(h)#$F

[[g, h]]F = g · F [[g, h]]F · h

g = [1,mul ]

h = (! + %id , pred&) · (=0?)

µF F µFin!!

A !
""

f=!"(!)#$F

##

F A

F !"(!)#$F

##

µF out "" F µF

A !
""

!"(!)#$F

##

F A

F !"(!)#$F

##

1

Como definir aux? Qual o tipo de find?



 aux (y,(l,r)) | x==y = True
               | x<y  = l	
        
               | x>y  = r

Será esta uma função de pesquisa eficiente?
Em que situações fará sentido utilizá-la?

Outro exemplo: utilizando o catamorfismo de 
qSort escreve-se uma função de inversão de 
listas como:

Brief Article
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qSort = (|[[ ], combina]|) · !"(separaPivot)#$

find x = (|[False, aux ]|) · !"(separaPivot)#$

rev = (|[[ ], combina]|) · !"(separaInv)#$

msort = (|[wrap,merge]|) · !"(separa)#$

[[g, h]]F = (|g|)F · !"(h)#$F

[[g, h]]F = g · F [[g, h]]F · h

g = [1,mul ]

h = (! + %id , pred&) · (=0?)

µF F µFin!!

A !
""

f=!"(!)#$F

##

F A

F !"(!)#$F

##

1

Como definir separaInv?



separainv [] = i1()
separaInv l = 
     let k  = (length l) `div` 2
         l1 = take k l
         l2 = drop k l
	
  in i2(head l2, (tail l2, l1))

Será esta uma função de inversão eficiente?


